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ABSTRACT 

Two experiments were performed to evaluate multitracking (branching) in a 

tional cuesT’each fr"1?"1 "k mullÍtrãCki^ COnsisted of providing addi¬ 
tional cuts at each frame for use by those students who felt unsure of ♦heir résonna 
Rcsuhs indicated no saltican, difference In efficiency betweenX egular Unea 
P ogram and the null,Itrack program. In experiment two, the multitracklPgConsisted 

large frames followed oy more detailed frames whenever the student made an error 

theTesuuTindlcl6, dH Veldmd bV COmblnln9 an avera^ 01 'hr« small frames. Again,’ 
he results indicated no difference In instructional efficiency between the reoular 
Inear program and the multitrack program. Although more errors were made on the 

reauür semana«ChlnH Pr0<Jram' PerfOTmance on criterion tests was as good as for the 
regular small-step linear program. Although branching seems a reasonable wav to 

accommodate individual differences, the two methods attempted In this research did 
lot show an advantage. More promising methods of Branching might be (a) less fre 
guent branches, at critical points in the program, and (b) larc^-step frames fol owed 

!>ayrg!’ePframe"emedlal framfcS' ^11 by m6re repeUtlr'‘' of Parts of the original 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

An,eJÍ^e adVan,a9*s of P^wmed instruction is the Individualization o! training, 
trainee can go at his own rate with materials designed to teach the specific trainee 

r^“i rst “,near programs have oniy °ne track - ^cTfi:ZsT a stud-nts to follow. Intrinsic programing, on the other hand, does provide branch- 

bale'd oíoar-ms"“1 ^ lnCOrreCt responses dre differentially treated. Computer¬ 
as reouired n can assess an Individual's progress and assign different sequences 
and m l, ?d' ^ 0nd 5,udles have Indicated that the efficiency of branching 
linear s 9 Pr°Cedures have ,hus far Provided .little consistent advantage over 
lim^eH fqUen<evf' "USOn and Sllbe™an (ref D found that subjects with a very 

mited form of branching learned as well as and in a shorter time than those tauahr 

without branching. Using a computer as a control unit in a followup study SUberman 
and others (ref 9) found no significant difference between a branching Ind^ fi^ed- 

bra nrhTe 'T5^'' 1 pro«ram' Modifie (ion of the remedial items and the 

g oup (re9 S ™ Campbell " ^ ,eamlng by the branching 
ar3 ,JrY "P >ref 2) compared a branching program with three linear pro- 
g ams of different length and found no significant diffc-.ence on a post-test. In a 

performa^ „e„":rn ^“j9 a"d a llnear p^ram . Mager (ref 7) found ¡uperfor 
performance on the part of the linear group on a calibration task, but this group had 
taken more training time*' (ref 8). g P 

ín a Unear* oro^am 1 invest‘pate farther techniques of multitracking 
s^ighT-an™ m.aSSeSS ln£trUCtl°"al ‘bat may be gained over a 
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SECTION II 

EXPERIMENT 1 

0ne OÍ the ma,0r of linear programs. The program 
st,r“SO h resP°nses are always within the repertoire, or ability of the 

the prcL’rafiailsto t0 reSPOnd COrreCtly t0 the s-ceeding step's. When 

erroneous answer ma^use^bl^ The 

g, the program is an example of branching within a generally linear program. 

MATERIALS 

and Mathematical Programming." ' Titles of the twenty sections of the piogram are: 

1 - Symbolic Notation 
2 - Transportation Problem in Matrix Form 
3 - Production Scheduling in Matrix Form 
4 - Basic Matrix Notions 
5 - Matrix Multiplication 
6 - Row Operations 
7 - The Inverse of a Matrix 
8 - Systems of Linear Equations 

in ~ *ndustrial Applications of Systems of Linear Equations 
lu - Systems of Linear Inequalities 

“ ‘ ?nPéquaü,y0prU^émy ,0 ^“-Dfntensfonal Linear 

- Linear Combination of Vectors. Linearly Dependent and Linearly 
Independent Vectors, and Vector Spaces Y 

- Bases and Convex Sets 
“ Introduction to Linear Programming 
- Fundamental Matrix Concepts in Linear Programming 

" andPpeXt^ D®terDminlng pk' the Vector to Enter the Basis, 
and Pr, the Vector to be Removed frr»m tHa n=.r.i„ 

12 

13 
14 
15 
16 

17 
18 
19 
20 

, --from the Basis 
- Simplex Method — Transformation of Tableaus 
- Simplex Method -- Solution of Example Problems 

’ îî^e»d„^S.tfmSD0frR,eStrlCUOnS- AUeinate °Ptlma, and Degeneracy Transportation Problem in Simplex Form Y 

These materials have been revised and are now available from Encyclopaedia 
Britannica Press, Chicago, Ill. encyclopaedia 
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is inst arto ^oPr0gram f P[e,SentS the student Wlth an ordinary linear frame. He 
he has^ny doubtânShWer ^ ^ ÍS SUre th<3t híS response is the correct one. If 
has just attemntld Th^ T" ^1° fOUnd immediateiV below the frame he 
If the tudentTs tni ! ^ Sâme matfcria1' but is '-ore highly cued, 
provide s qHlÏ uns“re, he can choose yet another version of the frame which 

very direct promoUna^1^* THe íram<? ÍS Very líkely l° Supply the answer through 
the student returns to'th ^ Pr0rnpt* Af'er ^ettiny the correct answer, student returns to the ordinary version of the next frame - the version which 

supplies only the amount of cueing necessary for most students. This multitrack pro- 
P WdS compared Wlth a linear program covering the same subject matter The 
linear program was made up of the first-levpl-of f Uüjeci Ihe 
ing program level-of-difficulty frames used in the branch- 

SUBJECTS 

werrfroTwiqhT-Patterion A,6? Pan}Clpatod in this experiment. Twelve subjects 
r,; ® ~ 9 Pat,erson Alr force Base, Ohio; twelve more were from Westinahouse 

ectnc Corporation, East Pittsburgh, Pa; and eight were from the Procter and Gamble 

su0bjePctsyhaCdncC^natld0h10' 3 °f 32 Sub)e«s Participated Sonie otrt 
jects had college degrees, others did not. In general, they presented a wide va 

nety of vocational backgrounds and interests. Presented a wide va- 

PROCEDURE 

t^eTortotdLeTwUlTdis6?^^ ^ 9r°UPS Participating in ibis research; ' Procedures will be described separately for each group. 

WRIGHT-PATTERSON GROUP 

For sections 1 through 10, 7 of the subjects used the linear version and 5 of them used 

Thhe ™Ui aCk version‘ Assignment of subjects to the two versions was made at random 
The linear format was used by all subjects on sections 11 through 20 

MonaTm^5 Tere iSSUed the pr°gram °ne Section at a time* The Programed instruc- 
tional materia! was completed either at home, or if time permitted, during the course 

° WOrk assic?nments- Upon completion of a section, the subject sub¬ 
mitted it to the coordinator who administered the criterion test at that time The sue- 

"he sub.eT10" WaS thet ‘T6" t0 ,he SUbieCt- After a11 20 sections were' finished 
steu«ed!tIs;:Le;rs.f‘na' examlnatl0n- The °< 2* con-ed' 

PROCTER AND GAMBLE GROUP 

Five of the subjects were assigned the linear format for the entire course and three 

of the Heb|eCtS T"5 assl9ned the multltraci. format for the entire 20 sections. Three 
two ofiheT 3 )eC,KS and tW° OÍ the noncolle9e subjects worked on the Itnear version- 
traclTversion?"66 S 'S and °ne °f the "“"college subjects worked on the multi- ' 
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The programed materials were completed at home or at work If t,m 
section at a time was distributed lo each parti,-^„7 wk Permitted. One 
the subject returned It to the coordinator and hi 7,V a SeC,1°" was flnlsh^, 
Then the next section was given to the subject to compkie'aflTT ^ thlS UmC’ 
manor covering the first 10 sections was fir n P‘ete aI hl5 om An exam- 

all 20 sections. The examination was a 20 Item œ^ruTfo COmPle,ed 
em constructed-response examination. 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC 

All subjects used both the linear and multitrack v^r^mne a ui 

verstons. The ass^me^ "T'* 

grounds!°Xlmately ^ ^ ”°a °f -“ege and ^0^: IcaTonaTC- 

Again, the programed instructional materials wero ^ u 
permitted. As was the case with both rh« a r * d ed at home or at work , if time 
one section at a time was given to each subiert^ PrOCteriand Gamble subjects, 
criterion tests were given immpH^toi f» k However, only about half of the 

ed materials; the other half of the crlteriortesis1 weÍrdPelravdiaíS,eCil0n the pr0l,ram- 
tion was completed. An examinatinn < u C G de ayed 3 to ^ weeks after a sec- 

given to those subjects who completed the 20^1^5 l°hSectlons was 
Inatlon as that taken by Procter and Gamble participants. ' ‘S Same eXam' 

RESULTS 

wene analyzed^CSince th^resuU^rorn1!he^th0™31 ^°n three SUbjeCt groups 
btned results for all groups ari mponed here Ta^fsirm0'''1 C‘0Sely' ^ 
criterion test designed especially for the program Tabm rTsh PerCent °n a 
use of the program. The results P 9 ,ble 11 shows error rate during 

lects, since they dtlfered so widely In theni;SÍePrafro™ÍncfÍrs.COl,e9e n0ncolle^ sub' 

TABLE I 

CRITERION TEST SCORES 
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TABLE II 

ERROR RATES 

Linear Multitrack 

College 

Noncollege 

0.029 

0.044 

0.036 

0.0S2 

able III shows learning time in minutes per frame. It compares the college group 

Hne^DrÒÒTar H f6 T““69,8 9r°UP learning tinle for the who used the 
were no! l à 7 ” U5Pd the multiuack Program (Air Force subjects 
were not included since these times were not available for this group). 

fi-ame^n ttT T the subiects used completing the equivalent of a 
frame m the regular linear program, ie, students requiring additional cueing in the 
branching program were not credited with completing additional frames. 

TABLE III 

TIME IN MINUTES PER FRAME 

Linear Multitrack 

College 

Noncollege 

0.67 

1.08 

1.04 

1.18 

n all three comparisons (criterion test score, error rate, learning time), (1) the 
college group was superior to the noncollege group, (2) the college group on linear 
was superior to the college group on multitrack, and (3) the noncollege group on 

ear was superior to the noncollege group on multitrack. Statistical tests were 
ot performed on these data. The results are the combined findings from separate 

en iuve°nSiU 9 typeS and of subjects. The results, although 
tentative, give no indication that the branching (multitrack) procedure tried here 
offers any advantage over the more usual linear program. 
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TABLE IV 

RETENTION TEST SCORES (%) 

Immediate 
Testing 

4-week Delayed 
Testing 

Linear 

Multitrack 

8Q.Ö8 

76.99 

81.34 

82.87 

K|bn!f.IV .Sh,OWS re,enUon da'a for the Westinghouse Electric Corporation subjects 
(Similar data were not available from the other groups) Statistical tcct 

performed because of a low N for each cell (3 to 5 subjects). These u-ntaTwed^a 
suggest more reminiscence for the multitrack program, but the immediate testinu 
might have been unreliable due to procedural or other factors. The final scores on 
delayed testing suggest good retention for both the linear and multi,«ck versions? 

CONCLUSIONS 

irhoegMm evaluanon" Th 7?^ °n 'he VarlOUS *0Uf>s was for p gram evaluation. The data also permitted a comparison of a straight-line oroaram 
and one form of multitrack program. Under the conditions of this experiment no 

advantage could be shown for the multitrack program over a regula? hnear program 
Records of subject responses indicated that few branches were taken in the multi-’ 
rac program. Students may have been reluctant to admit they needed additional 

cues However, the flrst-level-of-difflculty frames were already so hioWy lued 

or8yLat rb,rS 77 dld not need the branching option for the vast majority 
o frames. As shown in table 2, error rates were very low for both versionsTth? 

aPrbr7chBrshwVe7r u?er Pr°9ramS Wre “ “> - — that°t)ie0avall- 

tentat°ve conclusions1 aboutttl?eCre?at?onfbetweenesub?ectPrhV^de? *n^ormat*on ^ n-rfrtrm.n^ TK rr ilación Detween subject characteristics and program 

Superior ?o thJeewhe„ h0rHanCe n SUb)CCtS Wh° had "»“hématies was perior to those who had no college mathematics. The noncollege groups did not 

otl?er than ‘ : ‘hey Uttle math^a^^back rtund 

fheir courses JhÄ . 
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SECTION III 

EXPERIMENT 2 

The multitrack program used in experiment I was based on a linear program having 
a low error rate. The branching feature was designed to eliminate even those few 

errors that might be made on the linear version by providing additional cues and 
Prompts when the student was not sure of the correct response. The branching fea¬ 
ture did not lead to higher attainment levels under these conditions. In order to 
force more subjects to use extra tracks or branches, a more difficult version was 
prepared. For this purpose, frame difficulty was increased by combining several 
frames from the linear program. Students who found a large combined step too dif¬ 

ficult could branch to the* series of small linear program steps dealing with the 
same content. 

MATERIALS 

The first nine sections of the Management Decision Making Program (lUbO frames) 
were used (see page 2). These sections teach Matrix Theory, Summation Symbolism, 
and the Industrial Application of Matrix Theory. When the sections are combined, 
they represent a self-contained unit of study. 

i or the construction of the multitrack experimental version, frame sequences consist- 
mg of an average of 3.2 of the original small step linear frames were grouped, on the 
basis of subject matter content, into one large frame which usually required only one 
response. The entire program was reconstructed in this manner. Figure 1 shows an 
example of a frame sequence in the linear program, and Figure 2 shows the same set 
of frames combined into one large frame. A student using the original linear program 
would respond three times to three different frames and receive confirmation each 
time. A student taking the new large-step program, however, would read one long 
frame, then make a single response and receive confirmation only once. All frames 
in the nine sections were reconstructed in this manner. At times it was necessary 
to insert transitional phrases, but usually the exact wording of the linear small-step 
frames was satisfactory. 

The branching aspect of the large-step experimental version consisted of shifting 
individuals who responded incorrectly to large-step frames back to the original se¬ 
quence of small steps from which the large frames were constructed. The original 
small steps were printed on the reverse of each page containing the corresponding 
large step. The student could refer to the back of the page when he responded in¬ 
correctly. In comparison with the small-step linear program, this multitrack pro¬ 
gram involved less overt responding and confirmation (333 frames, requiring approxi¬ 
mately 1/3 the number of responses), plus the possibility of branching to smaller 
steps. The programs covered the same material. 
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Figure 1. Three Frames From The Straight Linear Program 
(Control Program) 



H
 

íícjure 2. A Large-Step Combining the Frames in Figure 1. 
(Experimental Program) 
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SUBJECTS 

fr.nule rorM^hl^001^8^"5 a Sclen“ ^-^atlon Summer nstltuie for Mathematics Teachers. Of the 35 students In the class, 34 were se¬ 
lected ana matched Into 17 two-person blocks. The subjects were matched on the 

b’r o5f aIdItesTlabl?S: h1 a9e: (2) nlimber °f years smce last m4tb course; (3) num- 
,,, ° . dltS ln past courses; (4) cumulative grade average ior math courses' 

prouram^iterTontes,15 T, 0' maUlx °p-a— selected Irom the post- 
program criterion test. During the study, three blocks were dropped - two because 
of individual dropouts, and one because oi a seriously inadequate background 

PROCEDURE 

The program was administered three times weekly for 2 weeks at regular Intervals 
Class sess ons were scheduled tor periods of 1-1/2, 1-1/2, and 1 hours, respectivelv 
During the last week of the study, a '‘catch ud" session of i I/ri > ' . 
for 17 of thp stiiHpntc T * a caicn up session of 1 1/4 hours was scheduled 
at home Thnl t h‘ fIn ' 17 students work(>d from periods of 1-1/2 - 4-1/4 hours 
at home. These students kept individual records of their working time at home The 

T-;::\:Tr4 at :he end °'each c,ass se”‘o"and sub)e«s strutted not to study any related material. 

nroàran, Th ? «sslons, the control group worked with the small-step linear 
experimental group used the large-step program, after receiving detailed 

, , , hoW‘° use a branch whenever they responded incorrectly to a large- 

pr^ram TheÎestU|ÏieCtS t0°k 3 i63';'™ Crl,Crlon test foU°“‘n<J completion of the 
program. The test items were multiple-choice questions with five alternatives. 

RESULTS 

tTehse. PeTlmT^Ch 0f ’•,xperlme"tal apd copt™‘ groups was compared on the criterion 
test. Time in hours to complete the program was also examined. See Table V. 

Criterion Performance 

tAesttperfórmrncesenfTUPS T S'qnl,lcam d‘«^ence between the criterion 
t St performances of the experimental and control groups (t = 0 35 n > os) rh« 
combined score for the linear group was 44.3 and tor the mu,tttrac¿ group wi's « 2 

crlterÍon performance?'6 b3' aVe,a,JC Pr°fiC‘CnCy WaS ol a 

Performance Time 

Inn ¡VTr ,lmC’ 'tken t0 comple,e the prexjram was 10.6 hours lor the control group 
and 11.1 hours -or the experimental group. The difference between these group means 

‘T lt = °(-94L P ThC aVera9e number °f fram« P« hour was 101.7 small-step fiâmes for the control group and 30.3 large-step trames for -he 
experimental group. 



FABLE V 

TEST RESULTS AND TIME SCORES 

Subject 
Pair 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 

M 

N 

Criterion Test 

Exp. Control 

41 

51 

4 2 

57 

25 

44 

58 

46 

36 

32 

44 

46 

52 

31 

d05 

32 

47 

35 

49 

53 

32 

55 

57 

4 8 

40 

31 

52 

54 

35 

620 

43.2 44.3 

Time (hr.) 

Exp. Control 

12.2 

10.7 

13.3 

10.2 

10.0 

12.1 

9.7 

9.7 

11.5 

10.7 

1 1.9 

9.1 

11.5 

12.7 

10.0 

9.5 

9.7 

14.4 

10.2 

10.0 

10.1 

8.9 

11.9 

12.2 

12.4 

9.0 

8.8 

11.9 

155.3 149.0 

Frames per hour 

Ex p , Control 

27.3 

31 . 1 

25.0 

32.6 

33.0 

27.5 

34.3 

34.3 

29.0 

31.1 

28.00 

36.6 

28.0 

26.2 

11.1 10.6 30.3 

106.0 

111.6 

109.3 

73.6 

103.9 

106.0 

105.0 

119.1 

89. 1 

86.9 

85.5 

117.8 

120.5 

89. 1 

424.0 1423.5 

101.7 

Error Rate 

Exp. Control 

13.2% 3.6% 

8 . 1 % 

6.0% 

6.0% 

12.6% 

6.3% 

10.5% 

3.6% 

19.8% 

12.9% 

3.3% 

4.2% 

6.0% 

12.6% 

3.4% 

6.6 % 

1.7% 

6.7% 

18.2% 

1.6% 

1.1% 

6.4% 

1.9% 

2.4% 

2.7% 

2.7% 

2.6% 

8.9% 4.3% 

0.3 9.3 1.4 1.6 3.4 13.9 

1 1 



Program Characteristics 

Table VI shows the average error rate for each of the nine sections of the experi- 
menta! program and the total error rate for the program. Error rate was computed by 
dividing the total number of errors by the total number of possible correct answers. 

r?n.eXKamP e' the t0tal number of errors made b/ tbe 14 subjects on section 1 was 
30; the total possible number of correct answers is the number of frames (68 frames 

in section 1) multiplied by the number of subjects, or 952. Thus the error rate for 

section 1 was x 100 = 13.7%. Table VII shows the error rete for each of the 

nine^sections for the small-step single-track program. The error raie for each subject 
is shown in the last two columns of Table V. The difference between error rates for 
the two programs is statistically significant. 

The use made of the branching feature in the experimental program was analyzed 
Subjects used a branch only 37.6% of the time that they made errors on the program. 
Interrogation of the subjects indicated that when a branch was not useu, it was, in 
general, obvious to them what their error was. Subjects reported that they generally 
used the branch only when they did not understand why a response was incorrect after 
receiving confirmation. auer 

TABLE VI 

ERROR RATE FOR THE MULTITRACK PROGRAM (N = 14) 
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TABLE ni 

ERROR RATE FOR THE SINGLE-TRACK PROGRAM (N = 14) 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

The results of this study are clear. When the small steps of an effective linear 
program were combined into larger steps with provision for branching to smaller 
steps there was no change in instructional effectiveness. Criterion test scores 
ano time to go through the program were the same for the two programs. Subjects 
wen through the small-step program at a rate of about 100 frames per hour for 

long a^Ih^smaTr9?"1'!Ín frameS Were °n the av^ge three tim« as 
rames an hoT Ñ T' ^ aS fast or 30 

oronnç f However, frame error rate was significantly different for the two 
g ps, fewer errors being made in the small-step, single-track program. 

POs/ibUiTv ln WoherenCeS betWeen the brograrns were size of step and the branching 
stpn í h i resPert to of step, three previous studies comparing small- 
small sf arge"Step Pro^rams " • • . have demonstrated superior learning with the 

!P.rr09T' U! °nly 3t the eXpenSe of added time (ref 5 4 2) 

r;a (ref7eo «, 0,T-h • • founfd no differences ,n ’;ep 
h/h O <1? I ‘ Size °f Stcp is not a uniformly defined variable, and 
its definition must be careful’y examined in the context in which it is used (ref 6) 
n the present study it is defined as the combination of small steps from an existing 
near program. More reading and less overt responding was thus required, and 

confirmation was received less often. 

In thB present study a dirert test of the size of step variable was not possible be¬ 

en the Pr°9'am 0fferCd opport'"“V to' branching. Errors were made 
Takln T, T .P'°9ram at a ratC °f 8-9%- Howeveri branches were actually 
rate of 3 In* y raor°tUh 0ne~'!'M °f ^eSe errors' Thus' branches were taken at a 

of 3.34%. For the most part, then, the multitrack program was used as a large- 
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step program. Consequently, the results obtained suggest that size oi >tep is not 
as sensitive a variable as previously considered in its influence upon maximizing 
reinforcement and minimizing error. 

In general, branching might serve two functions: (1) adjust or tune the instructional 
characteristics of the program to the individual learner and (2) provide correction of 
incorrect responses. With respect to adjusting program characteristics to the indi¬ 
vidual learner, much more needs to be determined about the dimensions involved in 
individual differences in learning. Just what are the properties that make a differ¬ 
ence: Mze of step, learning rate, number of reinforcements? With respect to cor¬ 
rection of errors, little seems to be known about its effect on learning. Most basic 
learning studies have emphasized the contingencies involved in reinforcement and 
extinction tiials. Some recent verbal learning studies have considered the effects 
of information through announcement of •’right" or "wrong" following a response 
(ref 1). Much less concern has been evidenced in studies where an incorrect re¬ 
sponse is followed by a correction. 

Average criterion test performance for both groups was approximately 70% of perfect 
score. This is in contrast to the group in the first experiment where criterion per¬ 
formance for college-trained subjects was about 89¾ for the small-step program 
When a heterogeneous group of subjects used this program, they did not acheive 
equal performance on the criterion test. The specification of prerequisite knowledge 
pt ior to program instruction is a significant predictor of success in learning from 
the program. It should be taken into account in both the experimental and operation¬ 
al use of program instructional sequences. 
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